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He handed over a video tape ,to be given back Saturday 221900 Jan
,..·;:J They have an own Video studio in the party building. They taped also

the meeting with the general last week as well as the meeting at
Force HQ.
He spoke about the distribution-of weapons that started
individual basis with ammunition; 09 on t~o Jan..
With a blue Peugeot of a Col of RGF: ~!:IAH.O~ · prefect
He was taken wi tb that car, the ·weapons were already on
he had to design the persons the weapons had to handed

again on a
c.f=-tJ~:..·r-t·J

of KIGALI.
board, and
over.

He spoke about UNAMIR having prepared 03 microbuses to displace his .
TUTSI civilian employees as soon as any raid against Tutsi would
start (for example on the 20 Jan 94)
This information should.have been given by the HQ infiltrant.
He give some info in that matter but it was not sure enough.
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said also that CDR send 300 men to three training areas with
Seer
Nat
MRND
are employed undercover
in this areas, but in
reality they become a military training(300 will be number of
people trained for CDR, not more)

~\r\t n~ buses(04)
and
a
truck
of
the
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(BIGOGWE,MUTARA,BUGESERA[GAKO))In fact they
'~~
.as sustaining personnel of the RGF troops
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He warned us that the contractor of the works at CND will be killed
soon. He is accused to make RPF possible to smuggle RPF soldiers
out of their compound.In the morning he brings in workers, in the
evening soldiers are walking out !? SEVERA is the name.
He seems to distribute this soldiers over the city.
He says also that· RPF is supposed to smuggle in more soldiers by
their convoys going and returning from MULINDI.
That contractor was already in prison duting 6 month at the
beginning of the war in 1990.
What is also being done by the MRND is taking note of all the
vehicles entering the CND compound at the RPF gate (license no and
type and color of the vehicle)Afterwards they go to the Ministry of
Transport to find out who is the owner of the vehicle; This
information is kept on files ... They started with this in the first
days RPF Bn came into Kigali.
He will provide us with the list of the people assigned to this
job ..
Unamir is working with the opposition. GASANA, Min of Foreign
affairs, is the one who gave his agreement for this contractor •••
The wife of GASANA lived long time in Belgium and was active in the
Comity Central off RPF in Belgium.
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Since the attempt at Min MUGENZI., two.. days ago all the MRND vips
ave a close protection at ni. ght a.t
..~~ir home with INTERHAMWHE;
l.so pro MRND gendarmes are at the qutside of the compounds. The
NTERHAMWHE are provided with arms. belng kept in the house of the
IP during the day.The INTERHAMWHE. go bqck to their normal
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activities during the Day.
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He said that after the two meetings with the FC the attitude of the
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MRND direction against Belgians has changed; they are feeling that

~ ~~ ". }"the B are not
~.~·~ implement that
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bad intended ,
to their gang.

but they have

not been able

to

He was informing what our attituds would be in ease off an armed
attack of one of the parties (RGF, RPF, ..• )How would we react to an
indiscriminate killing? Are you going to fight??
He sketched again that action of 20 min in the middle of the
night...
·
He came back on the

incident of 05 Jan ;he was told that a Col
conducted the bus with the PL members to the CND •..
That they consider that as an involvement in the internal affaire
of-the country by protecting opposition members ...
He informed also about NY decision in the matter of his protection.
He asked for advise about arms distribution; let it be done or
should he ask to have his stock of weapons back ???
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